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To all phom i? ??? ???cer?: 
Be it known that I, RoBERT L. SHORT, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Fostoria, in the county of Seneca and State 
of Ohio, have invented a certain new and 
useful Improvement in Hot-Air Heaters, of 
which the following is a full, clear, and exact 
description, reference being had to the ac 
companying drawings. ??? ? . . . 
This invention relates to air heating sys 

tems, and it has particular reference to a 
heater that is depressed below the floor level, 
the upper surface of the heater being sup 
ported upon the floor and consisting of an 
open grate structure similar to that em 
ployed in the ordinary hot air register. 
The heater is intended especially for use 

with gas, and it has the advantages of 
economy in the use of fuel, of great heating 
capacity, and of use in such position that the 
heater occupies practically no space in the 
rooms where used. . 

In the drawings accompanying this appli 
cation, Figure 1 is a vertical central longi 
tudinal section through the heater showing 
the arrangement of the parts therein. Fig. 
2 is a transverse horizontal seetion taken 
substantially on the line 2-2 of Fig.1. 
In the ordinary hot air systems where a 

large furnace is employed, with hot airpipes 
leading to registers throughout the building, 
there is necessarily a great loss of heat inci - 
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dent to the transmission of the hot air from 
the furnace to the various registers and in 
the incidental heating of the said conductin 
pipes. Furthermore, in the use of suc 
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furnaces when but little heat is required, 
there is always a considerable loss due to the 
employment of a large furnace. In my 
heater, this loss is almost entirely avoided 
for the reason that there are no conducting 
pipes to be heated, and the heaters being 
located inamediately beneath the floors of the 
rooms to be heated, there can be no loss due 
te any of the above mentioned eauses. My 
systema of heating, therefore, has the ad 
vantage of locating the heat at the various 
points needed, the heating devices so located 
E under absolute control from the rooms. 

control of the heating 
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to be heated, whereby great convenience in 50 
evices is secured. 

Taking up the drawings for a more de 
tailed description, 1 represents the floor of a 
room to be heated, in which floor an open 
ing is cut similiar to those now formed for 
the common hot-air register. Supported 
upon the edges of this opening is the outside 
casing 2 of my improved heater, said casing 
being preferably square in horizontal sec 
tion, although this is not a necessary form. 
This outside casing has a horizontal flange 
3 at its upper end, which flange rests upon 
the floor and supports the heater. The cas 
ing is continuous across its bottom 4, with 
the exception of a small opening at the 
center through which the fue T 5 is ex 
tended. At one side and near t 
the casing, I provide a door 6 through which 
access may be had to the burner for lighting 
and adjusting the same. The upper end of 
the casing 2 is open, except for a grated 
cover 7, similiar to the cover for the ordinary 
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hot-air register, said cover being provided 
on its lower side with a flange 8 which ex 
tends ." inside the upper end of the casing 
2, said flange not only holding the cover in 

' place, but also strengthening the upper end 
of the casing. · · 
Secured to the bottom of the casing, near 

each of the sides of the latter, are brackets 9, said brackets extending upwardly and 
thence inwardly toward the center of the . 
casing. In their horizontal portion these 
brackets are provided with openings 10 for 
the passage of the air, as will be herein 
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after described. Supported upon Said hori 
zontal portions of the brackets is the interior 
heating drum 11, said drum being completely 
closed except at the center of its lower end 
where an opening 12 is provided. Within 
the interior of the drum 11, and supported 
from the sides thereof by brackets 13 is a 
funnel-shaped member 14, the lower portion 
or apex of said member being directly over 
the center of the opening 12. Directly below 
the apex of the member 14 is the burner 15. As appears from Fig. 1, the flame, covering 
the upper surface of the burner, impinges 
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against the lower surface of the funnel 
shaped member 14, which spreads the flame 
outward and causes the heat to be directed 
against the outer surface of the heating 
drum 11, thereby heating said drum to a 
very high temperature. 
While the amount of fuel consumed may 

be regulated in the burner, I provide in 
the fuel pipe 5, a valve 28, by means of 
which the amount of fuel may be controlled 
or may be entirely cut off. To said valve, 
which may be of any suitable form, I at 
tach a crank lever 29, to the free end of which 
I Secure a chain or other flexible connection 
30, said chain passing upwardly through the 
floor. 1, within reach of the operator, who, 
by lifting upon said chain, may open the 
valve to any desired extent. For automatic 
ally closing the valve, I hang upon the free 
end of the crank lever 29, a weight 31, 
which is sufficient to rock the valve and 
close the same when the chain 30 is loosened. 
In order that the burner may be always 

in condition for use, I provide the same 
with a pilot light, the necessary fuel for the 
Same being Supplied through a small pipe 
32, that extends from the fuel pipe 5, at a 
point in advance of the valve 28. By thus 
arranging the pipe 82, fuel is supplied for 
the pilotlight irrespective of the condition 
of the valve 28. In order to cut of the sup 
ply fuel for the pilot light, I provide the 
pipe 32 with a valve.33. . . 
Surrounding the heating drum 11, and 

resting upon the brackets 9 above the open 
ing 10 in the latter, is a cylinder being of 
Somewhat larger diameter than the drum 
So as to afford a circumferential passage for 
the heated air. This passage is divided by 
partition plates 35 into a plurality of ver 
tically disposed flues 26, said flues extending 
from the space below the brackets 9 to the 
upper end of the heating drum 11. Also 
Surrounding the cylinder 34, and resting 
upon the brackets 9, is an open ended drum 
87, said drum being constructed at its upper 
end, as shown at 38, so as to deflect the heat 
ed air inwardly away from the floor 1. 
The drum 37 is spaced from the cylinder 34 
So as to afford a circumferential passage 
39 for the heated air. 

In order to preveat the products of com 
bustion from passing into the room, I pro 
yide my heater with a pipe 40, said pipe be 
ing. conducted through the casing and the 
various heating drums at a point somewhat 
above the funnel-shaped member 14, the in 
ner end of said pipe being bent downwardly 
So...that its open end is above the center of 
Said member 14, and almost on a level with 
the upper edges thereof. This pipe will of 
course be carried to a chimney so that the 
gases will be safely conducted from the 
heater. 

938,128 
From the above description, it will be 

understood that in the operation of the 
heater the hot air will ascend through the 
flues 36 and the space 39, displacing the air 
below the heating drum, and the cold air 
will pass downwardly inside of the casing 
2 and outside of the drum 37, as indicated 
by the arrows in Fig. 1. The cylinder 34, 
with the partitions or vanes 35, form a very 
extended heating surface for the air passing 
about the same. By turning in the upper 
end of the drum 37, as shown, the heated air 
is diverted from the edges of the plate 7, 
and the cold air coming down through the 
plate about its edges, keeps the heater al 
ways cold near the floor, thereby avoiding 
all danger of overheating. 

I claim: 
1. The combination, with a floor, of a 

hot-air heater having a drum, means for 
heating said drum, a second drum surround 
ing the first mentioned drum, and spaced 
therefrom, a third drum surrounding both 
drums and constricted at its upper end, and 
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means for causing the cold air to pass down 
wardly outside the third drum, whereby the 
heated air passes upwardly between said 
drums and is directed away from the floor. 

2. The combination, with a floor, of a hot 
air heater having a drum that is closed at 
its upper end, a cylinder surrounding said 
drum and spaced therefrom, vanes dividing 
the space between the drum and cylinder 
into a plurality of flues thereby affording 
an extended heating surface, a second drum 
surrounding and spaced from said cylinder, 
Said second drum being constricted at its 
upper end for diverting the heated air from 
the floor, means for heating the first men 
tioned drum, and means for supporting said 
drums, cylinder and heating means from the 
floor of the room to be heated. V 

3. In a hot air heater, a casing, a drum 
supported within the said casing in such po 
sition as to afford a passage for air beneath 
the drum, said drum being closed at its up 
per end and having an opening in its lower 
end a burner so located with respect to the 
said opening in the drum as to cause the 
flame to pass within the drum, a device 
mounted within the drum above the heater 
for spreading the flame toward the sides of 
the drum, a pipe leading into said drum 
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above said spreading device for conducting 
the products of combustion from the heater, 
and an open-ended drum surrounding the 20 

first mentioned drum and spaced therefrom, 
said open-ended drum being constricted at 
its upper end, the space between the drums 
affording a passage for hot air and the space 
between the open-ended drum and the cas 
ing affording a passage for cold air. 

4. In a hot air heater, a casing, a drum 
Supported within the said casing in such po 
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sition as to afford a passage for air beneath 
the drum; said drum being closed at its up 
per end and having an opening in its lower 
end, a burner so located with respect to the 
said opening in the drum as to catase the 
flame to pass within the drum, a funnel 
shaped member mounted within the drum 
above the burner for spreading the flame 
toward the sides of the drum, a pipe leading 
into said drum above said spreading member 
for conducting the products of combustion 
from the heater, and an open-ended drum 
surrounding the first mentioned drum and 
spaced therefrom, said open-ended drum be 
ing constricted at its upper end, the space 
between the drums affording a passage for 
hot air and the space between the open 
ended drum and the casing affording a pas 
Sage for cold air. Y. 

5. In a hot air heater, a casing that is sup 
ported from the floor of the room to be 
heated, said casing being closed at its lower 
end, brackets secured to the lower end of brackets and surrounding said cy 
the casing within the same, a heating drum 
mounted upon said brackets, a burner for 
heating said drum, and an open-ended drum 
also supported upon said brackets, said 
open-ended drum surrounding and being 
spaced from the heating drum, for the pur pose specified. 

6. In a hot air heater, a casing that is 
supported from the floor of the room to be 
heated, said casing being closed at its lower 
end, brackets secured to the lower end of the 
casing within the same, a heating drum 
mounted upon said brackets, a burner for 
heating said drum, and an open-ended drum 
also supported upon said brackets, said 
open-ended drum surrounding and being 
spaced from the heating drum, and said 
open-ended drum being constricted at its 
upper end, for the purpose specified. 

. In a hot air heater, a drum that is closed 
at its upper end, said drum having an open 
ingin its lower end, means for supporting 
Said drum from the floor of the room to be 
heated, a burner below the opening in the 
Said drum, so that the flame of the burner 
will pass into the drum, a funnel-shaped 
spreading member carried by the drum above 
the burner, a pipe leading into the drum 
above the spreading member for conducting 
the products of combustion from the heater, 
and means for diverting the heated air away 
from the floor. 

8. In a hot air heater, a casing that is sup 
ported below the floor of the room to be 
heated, brackets within said casing, a heat 
ing drum supported upon said brackets, said 

60 heating drum being centrally arranged with 
in the casing and having its upper end 
closed, a cylinder surrounding said drum 
and spaced therefrom, vanes connecting the 
cylinder and drum and dividing the space 

therebetween into a plura. y of flues, an 
open-ended drum also supported upon said 
brackets and surrounding said cylinder so as 
to afford a circumferential space there 
between, a funnel-shaped spreading device 
within the first mentioned drum, said drum 
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having an opening below said spreading de 
vice, a burner below said opening, and a pipe 
leading into the said first mentioned drum 
for conducting the products of combustion 
from the heater. . . . 

9. In a hot air heater, a casing that is sup 
ported below the floor of the room to be 
heated, brackets within said casing, a heat 
ing drum supported upon said brackets, said 
heating drum being centrally arranged with 
in the casing, and having its upper end 
closed, a cylinder surrounding said drum 
and spaced therefrom, vanes connecting the 
cylinder and drum and dividing the space 
therebetweení into a plurality of flues, an 
open-ended drum also supported u ???? said 
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as to afford a circumferential space there 
between, the upper. end of said open-ended 
cylinder being constricted for the purpose 
specified, a funnel-shaped spreading device 
within the first mentioned drum, said drum having an opening below said spreading de 
vice, a burner below said opening, and a pipe 
leading into the said first mentioned drum 
above the spreading device for conducting 
the products of ## from the heater. 

10. In a floor heater adapted to be sup 
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ported from a floor with its upper end sub-. . . . . 
stantially flush with the floor, the combina 
tion of a casing depending from the floor 
and closed at its lower end, an open-ended 
drum supported within said casing and 
leaving an air space between it and the cas 
ing, the upper end of said drum being con 
stricted, an inner drum within the drum 
first mentioned, an air passagewa 
formed between the two ?????? and a bur 
nef within the inner drum. : 

11. In a floor heater, the combination of a 
casing adapted to depend from the floor of 
the room to be heated, said casing having a 
closed lower end, brackets hear the lower end 
of said casing, two concentric drums sup 
ported on ? brackets, means for heating 
the innermost drum, whereby the air may 
} downward between the casing and outer 
rum and upward between said drum and 

the innermost drum, said innermost drum 
having its upper end closed, a burner dis 
charging products of combustion into said 
away such products of combustion. 

12. In a floor heater, the combination of a 
easing adapted to depend from the floor and 
having a closed lower end, a drum within 
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finnermost drum, and a E. for conducting 
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the casing supported above the bottom there- - 
of and open at its upper end, a drum within 
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the open-ended drum and closed at its upper the innermost drum through the outermost 
end, whereby an air passageway is provided drum and casing for such products of com 
downward from the room between the cas- bustion. 
ing and outermost drum and upward be- In testimony whereof, I hereunto affix my 

5tween the two drums, the outermost drum signature in the presence of two witnesses. 15 
being constricted at its upper end to direct ROBERT L. SHORT. 
the air across the upper end of the inner 
most drum, a burner adapted to discharge Witnesses: 
the products of combustion into the inner- T. J. HEssEY, 

10 most drum, there being a pipe leading from WILLIAM HI. BURK. 
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